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Your Sessions

Session For: 9036 - 1305
Your Selected Gestalt Category was: Structure 

 this is correct

 Start Time Session: 11/Feb/2019 20:13 hrs

 End Time Session: 14/Feb/2019 22:48 hrs

Session Summary:
Red bricks road goes around in a loop, water in center of it goes down like a well, car drives fast on the road or is a
boat that moves fast and goes to float on water's surface, boat has pole or mast, yellow horn drawn is actually sunlight,
red bricks is same element as the boat car. Red element is a well or container which can hold something in it.
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Feedback For: 9036 - 1305
Colloseum in Rome
Your Target Gestalt Category was: Structure

 Date of the Target Photograph: 30/Apr/2007
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Image Source Credits:

Photo by DAVID ILIFF. License: CC-BY-SA 3.0

The Colosseum or Coliseum, also known as the Flavian Amphitheatre. Latin: Amphitheatrum Flavium; Italian: Anfiteatro
Flavio or Colosseo , is called an oval amphitheatre in the centre of the city of Rome, Italy. Built of travertine (a natural
stone block), tuff (rock made of volcanic ash), and brick-faced concrete, it is the largest amphitheatre ever built. The
Colosseum is situated just east of the Roman Forum. Construction began under the emperor Vespasian in AD 72, and
was completed in AD 80 under his successor and heir Titus. Further modifications were made during the reign of
Domitian (81–96). These three emperors are known as the Flavian dynasty, and the amphitheatre was named in Latin
for its association with their family name (Flavius). The Colosseum could hold, it is estimated, between 50,000 and
80,000 spectators, having an average audience of some 65,000; it was used for gladiatorial contests and public
spectacles such as mock sea battles (for only a short time as the hypogeum was soon filled in with mechanisms to
support the other activities), animal hunts, executions, re-enactments of famous battles, and dramas based on
Classical mythology. The building ceased to be used for entertainment in the early medieval era. It was later reused for
such purposes as housing, workshops, quarters for a religious order, a fortress, a quarry, and a Christian shrine.
Although partially ruined because of damage caused by earthquakes and stone-robbers, the Colosseum is still an
iconic symbol of Imperial Rome and is listed as one of the New 7 Wonders of the World. It is one of Romes most
popular tourist attractions.

Location Map  (https://tinyurl.com/ycqa9567)

https://tinyurl.com/ycqa9567
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Word Matching Feature
Red bricks road goes around in a loop water in center of it goes down like a well car drives fast on the road or is a
boat that moves fast and goes to float on water' s surface boat has pole or mast yellow horn drawn is actually
sunlight red bricks is same element as the boat car Red element is a well or container which can hold something
in it 

 Number of words and synomyms matching the target: 4

This feature uses part of Wordnet: Princeton University "About WordNet." WordNet. Princeton University. 2010.
(https://wordnet.princeton.edu)

After Notes:

Enter or Update Your Notes:(Updating your After Notes will overwrite the old notes! If you want to add
to your notes, copy your notes into the field and add to them!)

Your Notes

Submit

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

